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Grain Handling Operations
HP
6. Air flow rating of the fan or blower used 
to induce draft in your major dump-pit area:
Sq. Ft.
8. Describe the means or devices employed to assure compliance with rule 203(d)(8)(B)(ii)(a)(4). (Box will expand as needed)
9. Describe any other equipment, technique, system, or equivalent thereof, used to achieve, as a minimum, a particulate matter emission reduction equal to the reduction which could be achieved by compliance with rule 203(d)(8)(B)(ii)(a). (Box will expand as needed)
10. Describe the means or devices used to capture particulate matter generated during cleaning and separating operations so as to prevent visible particulate matter emissions directly in the atmosphere. (Box will expand as needed)
11. Are your internal transferring areas enclosed so as to prohibit visible particulate matter emissions directly into the atmosphere?
12. Does your truck and hopper car loading system employ socks or sleeves or their equivalent which extend at least 6 inches above the sides of the receiving vehicle, or if choke loading is employed, is the discharge point no more than 12 inches above the sides of the receiving vehicle?
13. Describe the means or devices used to prevent the emissions of particulate matter into the atmosphere from any box car loading operations. (Box will expand as needed)
Dryer Operations
14. For column dryers, the largest effective circular diameter of the transverse perforations in the external sheeting:
Are the grain inlet and outlet ducts enclosed?
15. For rack dryers, the maximum opening of the collection screen using the U.S. Sieve Series:
a. Do these collection screens have self-cleaning mechanisms?
b. If your answer is Yes, is the exhaust gas of the self-cleaning mechanism exhausted through pollution control equipment?
c. If your answer is Yes, complete APC-260 - "Data and Information - Air Pollution Control Equipment".
16. For other types of dryers, describe the means by which particulate emissions are controlled so as to provide the same degree of control as required for rack dryers. (Box will expand as needed)
Illinois EPA Bureau of Air
Wally Hartshorn
Ray Pilapil
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